MAKE YOUR SOMEDAY NOW
New enticing bathroom features a large glass shower with a foldable teak wood seat and 6’4” ceiling height.

For more information and to take a virtual walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com

TOP 5 INTERIOR OPTIONS

1. Walk-in closets with deep shelves, double hanging rods, cedar lining and washer/dryer prep.
2. Motorhome-based multiplex coach controls including HVAC and dimmers.
3. “Spa Baths” with solid surface sinks, marble look shower, removable shower head and teak wood seat.
4. “Best Bedroom” MORryde power tilting king bed for 22” of extra floor space and 22” deep residential dressers. (most floorplans)
5. Privacy track hardwood window trim and hardwood window sills.

The beautifully redesigned Landmark interior features 2-tone black and tan maple cabinetry, solid surfaced countertops with a farmhouse sink, residential size refrigerator, 3 burner gas cook top with oversized oven, 30” microwave and many more beautifully designed standard features.

The Azdel composite and aluminum components of our sidewalls create a strong, lightweight, quiet, weather and temperature resistant wall that will increase the life of your RV.

The luxurious bedroom suite features a king bed with under-the-bed storage, cedar lined built-in closet system featuring hanging clothes rod and recessed shelving, along with washer/dryer prep.

TOP 5 EXTERIOR FEATURES

1. “Super Ride” 8,000lb Dexter axles on H-range tires with 3 3/8” brakes, MORryde LRE 4000 and gas shocks.
2. Lightweight, non-wood Azdel laminated sidewalls with laminated slide-out and rear end walls.
4. 45,000 BTU air conditioning system with whole house surge guard and energy management.

The Azdel composite and aluminum components of our sidewalls create a strong, lightweight, quiet, weather and temperature resistant wall that will increase the life of your RV.

The luxurious bedroom suite features a king bed with under-the-bed storage, cedar lined built-in closet system featuring hanging clothes rod and recessed shelving, along with washer/dryer prep.

For more information and to take a virtual walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com

Additional equipment may be required for certain climate conditions.